MAY MONTHLY INTEREST RATE OUTLOOK
Yields are heading higher offering tighter financial
conditions. An oft cited contribution to the low yield
environment is the global savings glut aka large
current account surpluses. Senior Editor/Analyst
Marcus Dewsnap points to evidence which suggests
the surpluses may well begin to decline. More
competition for a diminishing savings pool means
higher yields need to be offered.
 The BoJ jettisoned its timeline for hitting the inflation target, Senior FX
Analyst Jian Hui Tan suggests this might not be a bad move, it is
‘probably wise for them to remove an albatross around their necks
which in turn allows them a degree of optionality in future policy
moves (namely tweaking its YCC parameters).’ [Pages 5, 8].
 Despite Chf weakening to 1.2000 and inflation accelerating, Senior FX
Analyst Mark Mitchell notes ‘SNB President Jordan … was keen to
stress that there is still a lot of work to be done before they even think
about withdrawing some of their stimulus.’ [Pages 5, 10].
 Policy risk via FX channels casts a shadow over both the BCB and
Banxico. Emerging Markets Managing Analyst Chris Shiells writes of
the latter ‘Since the Mxn hit 6/5mth highs versus the USD in mid-April,
the currency has been on an EM leading slide against the Dollar and
this has once again raised the slight chances of a rate hike over the next
6-months, with players eyeing volatility in markets after the now
expected Presidential election victory of AMLO.’ [Pages 6, 16-17].
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 On the former, Emerging Markets Analyst Robert Graystone says ‘we
would maintain that the Real’s path in the run up to the October
election remains key to inflationary pressure and the path of monetary
policy.’ [Pages 6, 16]
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MAY MONTHLY INTEREST RATE OUTLOOK
The Beginning Of The End For The Savings Glut?
By Marcus Dewsnap, Senior Editor/Analyst, IFI
Follow the argument that the structural global savings glut is a main contributor to the low
yield environment and the compelling reasons for this to reverse need watching.
That Saudi Arabia is raising large amounts of sovereign debt and looking to sell off a portion of Aramco has far more
implications than it first seems as it related to the much vaunted ‘Savings Glut’.
The simple implication of the global savings glut is that it is by-and-large responsible for the fall in global bond yields since the
1990s. That is, global savings have been far larger than global investment demand which forces interest rates down to clear
the excess savings.
Where might the excess savings have come from? There are 3 main sources: China, Germany and Russia/Saudi Arabia (latter
two from the Petrodollar glut). Using current account surpluses as a proxy for the savings glut, its emergence can be pinpointed
to the late 1990s, early 2000s.

There is, points out INTL FCStone’s Vincent Deluard, some compelling events which account for the timing of this structural
change.
1.
The bi-lateral WTO agreement between China and the
US which integrated China far more into the world economy
accompanied by its huge workforce and 40%/national income
savings ratio. China’s economic developing throughout the
1980s/90s was financed by mobilizing/hoarding domestic
savings as it was shut-off from global capital markets.
2.
The launch of the Euro. This was an effective
devaluation for German exporters leaving their products much
more competitive with not only Euro Area partners (no more
competitive devaluations from Italy, France et al) but also the
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rest of the world. This compounded by the Hartz 4 labour
market reforms plus cultural thriftiness embedded in the
baby boom generation at peak earnings capacity eventually
led to government budget surpluses of the Schaeuble
years.
3. The secular low point for the oil price. This made
extraction uneconomical in many areas of the world, aside
that is from low cost basis such as Saudi Arabia’s Ghawar
field and Western Siberia. Both Russia and Riyadh
benefitted from rising production and a price that peaked
at $146 in 2008, in the process filling both governments
coffers.

So, an obvious question – is there anything that can/will reverse the excess savings account?
China’s ‘Belt and Road’ infrastructure project is already a
destination for the country’s savings. Indeed, the nation’s
current account surplus has fallen from circa 10%/GDP at its
peak to just over 1%. An interesting point is that Beijing is
asking project partners to settle trade in Yuan. China wants
the Yuan to be a reserve currency, perhaps ultimately THE
reserve currency. A major reason for this is to create currency
demand that is not export dependent … perhaps reasoning
that it will become a deficit county.

Demographics will

eventually catch-up as well turning the savers into borrowers.

Demographics are an issue for Germany too with significantly less workers likely to enter the workforce than those retiring in
the relatively near future. Berlin is also under pressure to ‘do more’ to stoke internal demand and reduce its budget surplus.
Russia faces demographic problems in the form of a shrinking population and lack of youth although these have been arrested
to a certain extent. However, more infants and retirees equals less savings.
Saudi Arabia needs to restructure/transform its economy to
deal with a rising (mostly young) population. Vision 2030 is
the policy set up to do this. The most pertinent issue here is
that it will cost a great deal of money … which most likely
equals budget deficits sucking up domestic savings leading to
imported rather than exported capital.

For both Moscow and Riyadh, much depends on the oil price
and sustainability of high enough prices. US shale oil
production is a clear threat here, although there are
bottlenecks appearing in the supply chain.
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If we run with the argument that global excess savings will
begin to shrink, then even with current global savings demand
levels, there will be more competition for a shrinking savings
pool. To attract capital, higher yields will need to be on offer.
However, add in growth financing for say India, then there will
be more upwards pressure on yields. India, unlike China
through its development, already runs a current account deficit
so is already borrowing from the rest of the world to finance
economic expansion. There are many other nations that also
run current account deficits that will need funds in a world
where excess savings might dry up.

To avert, current account deficit nations will need to move to surplus. This will mean some pretty dramatic changes to spending
habits … yeah, right!
marcus.dewsnap@informagm.com
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FORECASTS AT A GLANCE: MAJORS
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FORECASTS AT A GLANCE: EMERGING MARKETS
Emerging
Markets

CURRENT
(%)

DIRECTION OF
NEXT POLICY
MOVE*
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Reverse Repo
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Current yields as of 27 April 2018
N/a = not applicable

 Easing = 
Boxes in red denote significant changes to our outlook.
* Note: The IGM view of the next monetary policy move, whenever it occurs. Tightening =
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CENTRAL BANK OUTLOOKS

FED: The FOMC is back to ‘transitory’, this time to
describe any economic growth slowdown in the early
part of the year. An implication here is that nothing
as yet on the data front to stop a quarter point hike
in June (debate still centers around 3 or 4 for the full
year and we continue to lean to the latter). Hence,
no policy change at the May convene where the
statement will be parsed for new information.
The one point we have continuously made that might
prevent rate hikes are (too tight) financial conditions.
Although conditions have tightened significantly this
year the GS Index indicates they are still looser than
the 20-year average. Libor has begun to stabilize
after the rapid near 70bp rise this year. High yield
spreads are widening but remain historically narrow.
The 2s10s spread is getting more attention for the
implications of inversion. The 2s10s swap curve
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spread 1-year out is just 10bp. While noting, the Fed
as a collective doesn’t seem too worried about this …
after all it does see inflation on track to target …
Terminal Funds is seen 2.7-3%, and we arrive in this
range in around 12-months at 1 hike per quarter.
marcus.dewsnap@informagm.com
10-year US yield technical analysis HERE

EUROZONE:

The ECB has seemingly secured the
benefit of doubt for now following the recent widely
expected unchanged policy meeting and guidance.
Few new clues could be construed as to when fresh
guidance will be on the horizon. The next meeting,
June 14th (in Riga) may be too early for some GC
members as Draghi hinted that the policy-makers
wanted to monitor more data to see if the recent
global soft patch is transitory. Globally, he noted
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some temporary dynamics, but some other data
suggested softer demand, and therefore something
for the doves. One hope for those looking for
'early/pro-active' normalisation is that fresh Staff
Forecasts will be available next month.
There were few morsels for bears. Draghi noted
wage growth had become 'encouraging', and that in
itself could see inflation tick up (medium-term),
though he also cautioned over pouring over 'data'.
Surprisingly, there was no discussion of
policy/exchange rates per se. On inflation, Draghi
merely stayed 'confident' that it would converge to
reach its goal, though he also mentioned that the
underlying rate lacked a convincing upward trend and
on average will still see 1.5% prints for the remainder
of this year.
Recent hard data, and even latest forward-looking
survey indices, as we have seen, pointed to slight
growth moderation, albeit from a high pace, though
Draghi still sees solid expansion. That remark in
isolation seemed to prompt the biggest reaction, but
there was no follow-through and yields backed off
further on no interesting new developments.
All told, there seems little to shape unexpected
guidance for now and rates look set to stay
unchanged per the guidance until well after bond
buying ends, whenever that might be. Policy remains
inextricably tied to a sustained rise in inflation, with
few signs of any pro-active action, which could see a
market backlash at some stage. Linkage between QE
and inflation appears solid for now and there was
little to hang bets on from PSPP as Draghi affirmed
once again that maturing debt purchases will be
reinvested for as-long-as necessary after net buying
ends. alvin.baker@informagm.com
10-year Euro yield technical analysis HERE

JAPAN: The BOJ has stood pat on policy again in
what was again a 8-1 vote as expected. At the core,
the BOJ is implicitly boxed into a policy hold for the
time being by subdued wage growth/inflation, trade
tensions and the negative econ implications of Yen
strength.
That said, there was yet another statement tweak,
with the BOJ removing the guidance that it expects
inflation to reach the 2% target around FY2019. Hard
to tell for sure, but one reason could be because
there is no discernible economic impact in providing
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a timeline that has constantly been pushed back and
which the market has generally treated with
scepticism. Arguing along these lines, it's probably
wise for them to remove an albatross around their
necks which in turn allows them a degree of
optionality in future policy moves (namely tweaking
its YCC parameters).
In general, we suspect it isn't because of the recent
moderation in CPI (as volatile fresh food prices fell as
winter abated) given national core CPI still hovers just
below 1%. In addition, the Tokyo CPI miss probably
came too late to have an impact on the BOJ's outlook.
In the updated quarterly outlook, the BOJ raised its
growth projections slightly but left inflation forecasts
little changed. All things considered, these updated
forecasts aren't material adjustments.
We would still point to the recent shift within the BOJ
towards being more open to talking about an exit and
how it's still a case of sooner or later for YCC tweaks
(via lifting the 10-year JGB target) amidst the JGB
supply constraints. There's also the definitive
evidence that with YCC, the BOJ has engaged in
"stealth-tapering" over the past year by reducing JGB
purchases, and we would expect them to do so again
when market conditions allow (specifically
conditional on a reversal of Yen strength) given they
implicitly want to prevent a flattening yield curve
There's also the rising risk of Japanese PM Abe being
ousted from the LDP leadership, which could spell a
roll-back of Abenomics and BOJ easing in particular
(given it's the most used of the 3 Abenomics arrows).
This is especially so with anecdotal evidence
suggesting there isn't much appetite within the LDP
to sustain the current bloated monetary easing
program.
That said, the combination of Yen strength and trade
tensions in February/March means that our longstanding call that the window for a YCC tweak will
open up in Q2 has now been pushed back to Q3.
While current yields in JGB super-longs are low which
will create some buyer caution (as seen in the
sluggish demand at the most recent 20yr auction
amidst a revival of selling activity in USTs/EGBs/Gilts),
there's no material reason for a sustained sell-off on
the flip-side (for now) and we expect real-money
names to continue dip-buying the super-longs given
the myriad of uncertainties (trade tensions, Abe
political woes). jianhui.tan@informagm.com
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EUROPE

UK:

Governor Carney’s recent guidance speech
reaction may have been overdone, but at the same
time it also was well intended. Most initially thought
that his remarks were to completely distance himself
from the widely held view (80%+ probability) of a
May move. We saw it deliberately aimed to bring the
tightening chance down to 50/50 as Carney and
possibly other MPC members are not onside or ready
to pull the trigger after November's move and
muddling news/data since. May WIRP is now ca 50%,
essentially where we were at the time of the February
super-meeting where a hawkish hold was the outturn
- much as many expected as that was BEFORE Brexit
transition phase news.
Since that ‘breakthrough day, there was optimism
(GBP rallied to 1.43+) but has recently given way to
revisited EU concerns over the Ireland’s border issues
again – was never really addressed - but now once
more elevated above everything else with the UK
insisting that there is no chance for any part of the UK
to be part of an inferred 'off-the-shelf' Customs
Union.
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On the macro data front, a soft patch has seen CPI
easing from its 3% peak (as per the QIR) but more and
sooner than some expected - though this could be
down to the weather more than anything else after a
prolonged and harsh winter. We will need to see
more data for the cycle but still see rationale for a
move next month, and then the OIS curve to show a
more aggressive rate normalisation path, to expect
the Bank rate to rise to 1.50% from 0.50% currently
within 2 years versus 2/3 moves (50-75 bps).
Despite turbulence caused by Carney ruling out May
as a done deal, the 10-year Gilt yield is at 1.52% - just
2 bp lower versus just before the February meeting.
Surely, at some stage the 10-year yield will start to
price in quicker pace of tightening risk and we
reiterate our view that the 1.75-1.80% will be seen
once
1.60-1.65%
is
cleared.
alvin.baker@informagm.com
Gilt yield technical analysis HERE.
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SWITZERLAND:

The main development in
Switzerland is the return of Eur/Chf to the 1.2000
level for the first time since the SNB abandoned their
Franc cap back on January 15th 2015. The 1.2000
level was defended by the SNB from September 6th
2011, up until that infamous day in 2015. An easing
in trade tensions has helped the Franc weaken to 1.20
against the Eur, but now the market does not seem
to be sure where the pair will go next. There was
more positive news for the SNB when inflation for
March came out higher than expected, but SNB
president Jordan after the Franc weakened to the
aforementioned 1.2000 level, was keen to stress that
there is still a lot of work to be done before they even
think about withdrawing some of their stimulus.
mark.mitchell@informagm.com

SWEDEN: The Riksbank at its monetary meeting on

inflation developments and pushed back the timing
of its first rate hike to the end of 2018. This was a few
months further back than expected and weakened
the Krona to its lowest level against the Euro since
November 2009. From here inflation developments
are expected to be pivotal, but interest rates are set
to remain at their current minus 0.5% level, well into
their third year. mark.mitchell@informagm.com

NORWAY:

The hawkish Norges Bank update in
March did lead to speculation that the central bank
may hike rates before September, but a run of
disappointing economic releases in April, has quelled
speculation of an early hike. The softness of
economic data in the Eurozone is also expected to
keep the Norges Bank on the sidelines until
September. mark.mitchell@informagm.com

April 26 voiced its concerns at recent soft core

DOLLAR BLOC
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CANADA:

The Bank of Canada left its key rate
unchanged at 1.25% and again erred on the less
hawkish side in accompanying remarks.
The
uncertainty over NAFTA talks and concerns over
growth in Canada in Q1 after the minus 0.1% GDP
print for January are keeping the BoC on the sideline,
after they raised rates for the third time in this cycle
in January. Positive noises continue to emanate from
the NAFTA talks, so it will be interesting to see if the
BoC change tune once that uncertainty is put on the
backburner. mark.mitchell@informagm.com
10-year Cad yield technical analysis HERE.

AUSTRALIA: The RBA is once again expected to
leave cash rate unchanged at 1.50% at the May
gathering. Recent data – March employment report,
Q1 CPI – as well as RBAspeak have provided no
reasons to expect an imminent hike. The first
window for a rate move is still seen in H2 2019 with
the probability of a hike by June 19 seen at 93.7%.
Looking at inflation, Q1 CPI came in overall mixed
with the headline print continuing to languish below
the RBA’s 2-3% band with no signs of acceleration,
while trimmed mean, the RBA’s preferred measure
for core inflation, ticked marginally higher but
similarly still far from shifting the needle for the RBA.
On balance, the mixed report means that real wage
growth remains barely positive and with necessities –
education, gas, pharma – responsible for the bulk of
the price pressure while non-essentials – travel,
accommodation, services etc – experiencing notable
retreats. It is clear consumers are prioritizing
essential consumption over non-essential in the face
of sluggish wage growth and high household debt,
leading to further retail/headline price pressure
ahead unless wages recover.
March’s employment report was similarly lackluster
with February's 17.5k employment gain also revised
to -6.3k to end 16 consecutive months of job gains.
March's job gains of 4.9k was considered soft and
while the unemployment rate remained at 5.5%, the

participation rate dip took the shine off the
unchanged print.
More notably, full-time
employment, a reflection of the quality of the labour
force and a crucial ingredient for household
confidence and consumption, fell 19.9k. Trend
numbers are however still decent - participation at
65.7%, a record high, while employment growing by
14,000. That said, March’s employment report was
undeniably soft and 2017's strong employment gains
are also unlikely to be sustainable into 2018.
Overall, unemployment will need to slip to 5%, a
common estimate of NAIRU, and wage growth to
improve to 3.5% to sustain 2.5% average inflation.
Until this happens, the RBA is expected to remain on
hold. QiXiu.Tay@informagm.com

NEW ZEALAND:

Little has changed since the
latest RBNZ meeting outcome back in March where
the Overnight Cash Rate (OCR) was kept steady at
1.75% and guidance broadly unchanged. The RBNZ's
then-freshly expressed pessimism towards domestic
inflation from the March post-meeting statement
was evidenced with slowing CPI, to 1.1% y/y in Q1
2018 from 1.6% in Q4 2017. This means headline
inflation is now near the lower bound of the RBNZ's
1-3% target range, which further weakened the case
for a near-term OCR hike. The Bank is expected to
hold rates and guidance for the rest of this year. An
OCR hike deemed likely only in Q1/Q2 2019.
In Q2, meagre wage growth (and possibly inflation)
are likely to face upward pressures from the Labourled government's implementation of increased
minimum wages (from NZD 15.75/hr to NZD
16.50/hr) effective from April 2018. As such, while
we can still expect to see a sleepy RBNZ in the nearterm, there remains some cautious optimism that the
monetary policy space is likely to get more exciting
over time, though said excitement is still deemed
unlikely to materially induce any inkling of
hawkishness from the RBNZ anytime soon.
tianyong.woon@informagm.com

EMERGING MARKETS: EUROPE, RUSSIA & SOUTH AFRICA
CZECH REPUBLIC: Investors aren’t expecting any
policy changes from the CNB when rate setters meet
again May 3rd. This meeting comes as Czech CPI
eased for the fifth successive month in March, to
1.7% y/y from 1.8% in February, though still remains
within the central bank’s 2.00% +/-1ppt target range.
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However, the Koruna’s rally versus the Euro has
stalled since the last policy decision, where Governor
Rusnok reiterated that the interest rate outlook is
conditional on both Czk strength and inflationary
pressure. Hence, this slower than expected CZK
appreciation leaves scope for faster policy tightening.
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Recall, the central bank left the door open to further
monetary tightening this year, albeit not before late
2018 at the earliest. The market implied policy rate
suggests that investors are broadly in agreement with
this outlook and don’t expect the CNB to raise their
2-week repo rate until the end of the year. Looking
even further ahead, this key rate is then seen at
around 1.50% two years from now, as Czech rates are
set to continue climbing faster than their regional
counterparts. robert.graystone@informagm.com

focused on the relative position of domestic longterm yields to international yields when evaluating its
programme.

HUNGARY: The NBH held its benchmark interest

All told, we expect the NBH to remain committed to
keeping interbank rates near zero until 2019-end,
while the market focus remains fixed on the end of
2018/early-2019 for an increase to the central bank's
key policy rate, with a 20bp rise priced-in between 612 months, but this may well be pushed further out.
natalie.rivett@informagm.com

rate and overnight deposit rate steady in April, as
expected. The central bank maintained its outlook on
inflation, with CPI not seen sustainably on target until
mid-2019, and is thus staying committed to loose
monetary conditions over a prolonged period with
the use of an extended set of monetary policy
instruments. Once again, the NBH acknowledged
that rising demand and wages point to accelerating
core-inflation in the medium-term, but it is staying
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The Central Bank considers its mortgage bond buying
programme to be successful, having bought circa Huf
150bn worth of bonds by mid-April and as a result,
the spreads of mortgage bonds over yields in the govt
securities market fell sharply, and turned negative on
average.
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POLAND: The surprise inflation slowdown in recent
months, to below the NBP's 1.5-3.5% target, has left
the markets pricing out rate hikes over the next 12
months - a view the NBP now seems to be united in.
In a sign that markets are beginning to join Governor
Glapinski’s most dovish outlook - the MIPR curve is
pricing in just 36bp of hikes in 12-36 months, versus
80bp last month. Recall Glapinski sees no change in
rates into 2020 and has hinted of a potential cut as
the first move. Note, Ancyparowicz, who has sided
with Glapinski on a rates pause in 2020, has, albeit,
ruled out policy loosening.
This after CPI continued to undershoot expectations
in March, slowing to 1.3% y/y the second successive

SOUTH AFRICA:

After cutting the key rate by
25bp to 6.50% at the March meeting - justified by an
improved inflation outlook for 2018 and the
expectation of within-target (3%-6%) CPI until 2020 the SARB made it clear this was not the start of the
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month below the NBP's 1.5%-3.5% tolerance band
and the fourth successive month of moderation. The
outlook also supported by the relative strength of the
Pln, which up until last week was the best performing
CEEMEA currency vs the Euro month-to-date
The NBP continues to signal that present rates are
helping to keep the economy balanced. There
remains a risk to this outlook as many analysts still
expect solid wage growth to feed through into higher
consumer prices; however, even these have slowed
somewhat, with average gross monthly wages
growth down at 6.7% y/y in March from January’s
7.3% print.christopher.shiells@informagm.com

easing cycle. So, whilst the subsequent moderation
in March inflation to a 7-year low of 3.8% y/y keeps
the door open to another rate cut, the market is still
not pricing a further quarter point move. We expect
a pick-up in prices in the coming months to prevent
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any further declines in inflation expectations, which
currently hover around 4.5%, and thus, believe the
SARB could well hold rates steady for the rest of the
year. The departure of Khan in September should
also help to tilt the voting power of the central bank
back toward the hawks, by returning the MPC to 6
members (recall, the introduction of a seventh MPC
member meant that hawk, Kganyago, did not have a
deciding
vote
in
March).
natalie.rivett@informagm.com

RUSSIA: The CBR left the key

rate unchanged at
7.25% in April as was widely anticipated, and flagged
their intention to return to a neutral stance by the
end of the year. In the statement released alongside
the decision, Russia's central bank indicated that CPI
is seen at 3-4% by the end of 2018, and is set to be
helped higher by the inflationary impact of RUB
depreciation (RUB almost 8%. weaker YTD vs USD).
However, the CB insisted that this FX weakness does
not pose the risk of a CPI overshoot, putting to bed
some speculation that policy makers may be forced
to raise rates this year. Crucially, the Russian central
bank’s policy rate is approaching the 6-7% range
which rate setters have previously flagged as the
neutral range; as-a-result of the above factors, the
CBR now see their neutral rate closer to the top of
this window and expect policy to turn neutral this
year.
Overall, the impact of sanctions on the Rouble could
still prove to be transitory, and the CBR itself
acknowledged that the currency’s depreciation is yet

to have a significant impact on inflationary pressure.
As such, although the central bank may have to limit
the extent of further easing, we still see scope for the
key rate to be lowered to 7.00% or even below before
policy
turns
neutral.
robert.graystone@informagm.com

TURKEY: Despite the CBRT’s 75bp rate hike in April,
the Lira is trading approximately where it was before
the decision, which shows the CBRT's action was not
strong enough. It has enabled the Lira to swerve a
renewed USD rally, but not done enough to suggest
to Lira bears that the government and CBRT are
tacking the issues that have led to accelerating
inflation and a widening current account deficit. Due
to the Lira's ca 9% slump versus the Usd since
February, inflation is seen accelerating again in the
coming months, meaning it will remain in doubledigits into year-end and be nowhere near the 7.9%
year-end forecast of the CB. A rate hike of 200-300bp
was needed to really get the Lira back on track, but
the CBRT has once again shown it is behind the curve
and slow to react, as we warned.
The CBRT does have one more meeting to act before
the elections and could hike again, and if the Lira
really does slide sharply then an out of meeting policy
response is possible. Thus, the CBRT's Inflation
Report due 30 April and the Lira exchange rate will be
key to if the CBRT hikes again in June. The prospect
of a more powerful President Erdogan after the June
24 elections may make a hike after this difficult, as he
has consistently argued against higher rates.
christopher.shiells@informagm.com

EMERGING MARKETS: ASIA
SOUTH KOREA: At its most recent meeting, the
BoK kept rates unchanged at 1.5% in a unanimous
decision, with inflation muted through 2019 and 2018
and 2019 expectations downgraded. At the meeting,
it seemed that there was little going well for the
economy to highlight as the country had been in the
spotlight after being slapped with tariffs by the US,
while worries on the outlook for electronics and
semiconductors across the board grow. The only
positive thing is that North Korea seems to want to
make peace with the South. Another bogeyman has
gained prominence in recent times—yield. The BOK
due to the muted CPI and weak growth has kept
monetary policy in the accommodative zone. They
had also clearly said that they did not need to follow
rate hikes made by the FOMC and that the narrow
yield gap would not affect sovereign bondholders
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with strong hands. In any case, as discussed
previously, they will probably be quite happy to see
some weakness in the KRW stemming from an
organic source like investment outflow as opposed to
intervention. For now, they seem to be getting their
wish as the uncertain outlook and higher yields has
dampened demand for equities, with recent months
showing unmistakable outflows. For now, however,
bond inflows remain stubbornly firm. This should
allow the central bank to remain on hold for some
time yet. The result will be a weaker KRW in the
coming weeks, something which will be welcome by
officials
and
corporates
alike.
freda.yeo@informagm.com
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INDIA: At the last meeting in early

April, the RBI
expectedly kept rates unchanged, though it was a
split decision with one member seeking a 25bp rate
hike. The mixed message did not end there as the
central bank actually revised inflation expectations
downwards to 4.7-5.1% from 5.1-5.6% earlier but
pointed to upside risks to the 4% (+/-2%) inflation
target. All this happened as the RBI and the
government tried to keep a handle on yields, which
had exploded upwards on the fear that rising supply
and global monetary tightening would keep pressure
on bond prices. This followed other efforts including
a reduction in bond supply in the first half of the year,
as well as increasing foreign investor quotas for
bonds. Since then, rising oil prices and firming global
yields had undone the efforts of officials as investors
remained spooked especially of economies with
noticeable ‘twin deficits’. The possibility that exports
could be further weighed down by renewed trade
tension also spilled into overall sentiment. Mixed
messages continued when minutes of the April
meeting released on April 19th showed a decidedly
hawkish bent, sending yields on a roundtrip back to
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levels last seen in early March. The outlook for
interest rates has as a result remained a divisive issue
as food inflation has softened and expected to
remain muted as-long-as normal monsoon prevails.
On the other hand, rising fuel prices have kept
inflation firm, while core-CPI remains on the incline
for now on account of HRA-driven housing price
increases. More importantly, while not totally their
fault, the RBI appears currently to have less control
over the ability to define the message. In the current
uncertain global environment, this may be more
important than ever. freda.yeo@informagm.com

CHINA:

Right after a bunch of economic activity
data for Q1/March was released, the PBoC
announced, 17 April, to cut some banks' RRR by
100bp, effective on 25 April. The cut happened
sooner than many people initially expected, though a
financial condition tightening in March as a result of
the continued financial deleveraging suggested the
PBoC would need to do something to ease liquidity.
As per the PBoC's press release, the primary objective
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of the RRR cut was to facilitate repayment of the
expiring MLF loans by the financial institutions. The
cut involved a liquidity injection of CNY1,300bn on
the operation date (25 April). Of this, around
RMB900bn was used for the MLF loans repayment.
The remaining CNY400bn was released to these
financial institutions, which would then be
channelled as commercial loans to the small
enterprises.
This cut could be a precautionary move. It is possible
policymakers have seen more signs of growth
momentum easing than the data published publicly.
For one, as an important leading indicator on credit
demand, M2 growth has been on the decline and
shown no sign of recovery so far. Moreover, there
have been new risks growing in recent months, such
as the US-China trade tension, which are making
Chinese policymakers less complacent about growth.
The RRR cut was taken as a positive surprise by the
domestic bond market. The 10-year government
bond yield fell from 3.66% all the way down to 3.50%
after the cut was announced. Year-to-date, the 10year government bond yield has pared the 50bp rise
registered in the second half of 2017.
tim.cheung@informagm.com

INDONESIA:

Moody’s unexpectedly raised
Indonesia’s sovereign ratings one notch to Baa2

(Stable) in the middle of April, however, the move has
not brought much joy to either the IDR or
government bonds. In fact, the BI has had to
continue its double intervention program to guide
the instruments to their fundamental value.
Between February and March, foreign reserves
showed a USD6bn decline from USD132bn, with the
BI’s earlier comment that April would see a quieter
month proving premature as they have
acknowledged ‘sizeable’ intervention in the markets
in recent sessions. The reversal of investor flow
following the inward rush seen in most of 2017 and
early 2018 is the main risk facing the BI currently, with
recent bond auctions showing dismal results despite
the upgrade. Rising global yields, a pullback in risk
sentiment due to cloudy export and elections
outlook, rising oil prices and an economy stuck in
second gear are conspiring to keep matters
challenging. The BI admitted at its last meeting that
“external pressures” are building, but are committed
to neutral monetary policy stance as inflation
remains muted. While ruling out a rate hike, they saw
chance of a rate cut as “small”. That leaves very little
room for monetary policy, something that has long
been acknowledged as the BI has fallen back on
macroprudential tools since the rate cut spree ended
out of necessity in September 2017. The outlook for
policy here is likely to remain unchanged near-term,
though ‘something’ obviously has to be done.
‘What?’ remains the question as currently there
appear no good options. freda.yeo@informagm.com

EMERGING MARKETS: LATIN AMERICA
BRAZIL: Brazil’s softer than expected IPCA print in
March of 2.68% y/y (a 6-month low) reflects the
country’s benign inflation outlook and sets the stage
for additional (albeit modest) easing at the May 16th
meeting. This was reiterated by President Goldfajn,
and the latest BCB Economist Survey saw one more
25bp cut, bringing the Selic rate to 6.25% where they
see it being held until the end of 2018.
However, we would maintain that the Real’s path in
the run up to the October election remains key to
inflationary pressure and the path of monetary
policy. The currency has weakened by almost 4%
versus the Dollar since the start of the year, and we
would expect any continued depreciation to feed
through into consumer prices; this would bring
forward the start of the tightening cycle. The market
implied policy rate indicates that investors expect to
see a final 25bp cut over the coming months before
tightening begins towards the end of the year - a
more hawkish view than the consensus among
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economists. Hence, with the upcoming election, the
length of the BCB’s pause between easing and
tightening could well be dictated by political factors
beyond
their
control.
robert.graystone@informagm.com

CHILE:

The BCCh, although having moved to a
neutral stance from a moderately expansionary
policy bias in January, retained a dovish/cautious
tone at the early April meeting, still worried about
short term downside risks to inflation from exchange
rate pass through. Inflation is now seen around 2%
by year-end, the lower end of the central bank’s 3%
(+/-1ppt) target range.
However, traders and economists (per the BCCh biweekly surveys) have, for some time now, agreed
that Chile has reached the end of the easing cycle and
with economic growth on a strengthening path, the
focus has already turned to rate hikes. Both traders
and economists are forecasting a 25bp increase to
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2.75% in 12 months and a further 75bp of hikes to
3.50% in 24 months. We have also maintained that
no further easing will materialise unless there is a

sharp deterioration in inflation and are currently
looking to early 2019 for a rate hike.
natalie.rivett@informagm.com

MEXICO: The easing of inflationary pressure (CPI

next 6-months, with players eyeing volatility in
markets after the now expected Presidential election
victory of AMLO.

slowed in March to a 13-month low 5.04% y/y) is
removing any impetus for the Banxico to raise rates
further for the time being, with the Bank stating at
the April meeting that it expects inflation to slow to
near the 3% target in Q1 2019.
The CB sees risks to growth on the downside, but risks
to inflation on the upside, which leaves little room for
manoeuvre. Since the Mxn hit 6/5mth highs versus
the USD in mid-April, the currency has been on an EM
leading slide against the Dollar and this has once
again raised the slight chances of a rate hike over the
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Banxico's last Quarterly Report highlighted the
upside risks to inflation that would stem from Peso
depreciation, citing any unfavourable outcome from
NAFTA negotiations and volatility related to the 2018
election as potential drivers. Hence, we maintain
that the door is not yet fully shut on further rate
increases this year, and all eyes will be on the path of
the Peso. christopher.shiells@informagm.com
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TECHNICAL ANALYSIS
US 10-Year Treasury Note Yield – Posts 4.25-year highs towards the 2014 peak

US 10 Year Yield – Monthly Chart

Resistance Levels
R5

3.613

8 April 2011 peak

R4

3.498

14 Apr 2011 minor lower high

R3

3.336

Equality of 1.318/2.639, 2.014 near 3.320 - 2 May 2011 high and 50% 5.323/1.318

R2

3.247

12 May 2011 peak near 3.221, 1 July 2011 peak

R1

3.052

2014 peak – 2 January – trigger for potential 6.5-year double bottom pattern formation

Support Levels
S1

2.715

2 April 2018 higher low

S2

2.639

15 December 2016 peak near 2.646, 6 February 2018 reaction low

S3

2.302

8/7 November 2017 lows near 2.312 (6 December 2017 low) and 2.308 (28 November 2017 low)

S4

1.990

10 November 2016 low, near 1.997 (16 March 2016 prior peak)/2.014 (2017 low - 8 September)

S5

1.877

1 November/28 October 2016 8-day range highs

Key Points






Cleared the upper bounds of a 29-year falling channel, refocusing the 2014 peak at 3.052
A clean break above the latter would confirm a 6.5-year double bottom at 1.379/1.318 and stage higher yields over the medium
to long term
The next upside target would be 3.247 followed by a Fibonacci cluster in the 3.320/36 region
However, daily, weekly and monthly RSI studies look stretched which suggests that some consolidation could occur prior to
clearance over the 3.052 area
It would take a reversal through the 2.715/2.639 area (2 April low and 15 December 2016 peak) to suggest a near-term top and a
longer basing phase over 2.014/1.990

marnie.owen@informagm.com
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EU 10 Year Yield – Yield Bulls Resuming The Long-Term Recovery For 0.806 Then 0.910/0.986

EU 10 Year Yield – Weekly Chart

Resistance Levels
R5

1.057

2015 peak – 10 June

R4

0.986

13 July 2015 lower high

R3

0.910

.764 projection of -0.205/0.619 off 0.280

R2

0.806

2018 top - 8 February, nr 1 September 2015 lower high and a 16mth rising trendline both at 0.869

R1

0.703

8 March 2018 high

Support Levels
S1

0.466

9 January 2018 high/gap low, near 28 March 2018 low/gap high and 61.8% retrace of 0.280/0.806

S2

0.410

2018 low – 8 January, near a 9½ year falling trendline/76.4% retrace of 0.280/0.806 at 0.404

S3

0.280

11 December 2017 low, also the base of the former five-month bullish consolidation

S4

0.225

14 June 2017 minor higher low

S5

0.156

2017 low - 18 April

Key Points





Yield bulls extended the long-term recovery from -0.205 (record low) to 0.806 (30-month peak), ahead of corrective easing
However, strong clustered support between 0.466/0.473 contained the slide and yield bulls are now attempting to resume
Above 0.703 (8 March high) then 0.806 would target 0.910 (.764x -0.205/0.619 off 0.280), then 0.986 (13 Jul 15 lower high)
Only decisively below the 0.466/0.473 cluster would delay for a former 9½yr falling trendline at 0.404 and potentially the 0.280
higher low
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UK 10 Year Yield – Awaits A Recovery Extension Through 1.692 To 1.808/2.000

UK 10 Year Yield – Weekly Chart

Resistance Levels
R5

2.212

2015 peak – 26 June, near 1.236 projection of 0.501-1.536 off 0.923 at 2.202

R4

2.088

9 November 2015 high

R3

2.000

30 December 2015 high, near equality of 0.501-1.536 off 0.923 at 1.958

R2

1.808

76.4% of the June 2015 – August 2016 (2.212-0.501) fall, near 19 January 2016 high at 1.760

R1

1.692

15 February 2018 high, near .764 projection of 0.501/1.536 off 0.923 at 1.714

Support Levels
S1

1.331

4 April 2018 low, near a 9¾ year falling trendline at 1.365

S2

1.212

8 January 2018 low, near a 20-month tentative rising trendline at 1.214

S3

1.137

15 December 2017 higher low

S4

0.923

2017 low – 14 June, near 8 September 2017 low at 0.951 and 61.8% of 0.501/1.692 at 0.956

S5

0.782

76.4% retracement of 0.501/1.692 recovery

Key Points





Recovered from the 2016 record low through a 9¾yr falling trendline to reach 1.692 (15 Feb, 25mth high), before retreating
However, this pullback found decent support at 1.331 (4 April low) and yield bulls are attempting to resume the broader recovery
Constructive daily/weekly studies concur and above 1.692 would confirm an extension targeting 1.808 then the 1.958/2.000 zone
Only below 1.331 would caution and signal extended bullish consolidation over 1.137/1.212 zone, before the recovery resumes
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CAN 10-YEAR YIELD – Rebounds from 10+ month trendline support to threaten 2.405 high

CAN 10-YEAR YIELD – Weekly Chart

Resistance Levels
R5

3.278

11 May 2011 minor lower high

R4

3.141

30 June 2011 reaction high

R3

2.830

2013 high - 11 September, near 2 January 2014 2.798 high

R2

2.572

21/20 February 2014 lower high/3-month range top

R1

2.405

2018 high - 8 February near 2.376, 76.4% of 2.830/0.908 and 2.366, 4+ year falling trendline off 2.830

Support Levels
S1

2.074

29 March 2018 reaction low

S2

1.806

29 August 2017 1.806 higher low, near 1.816/26 reaction lows (28 November/15 December 2017)

S3

1.639

10 May 2017 former lower peak

S4

1.373

6 June 2017 reaction low

S5

1.253

13 September 2016 reaction high near 1.255, 14 October 2016 reaction high

Key Points





Extends gains off the 29 March 2.074 reaction low near the 1.373/1.186 10+ month rising trendline at 2.078 to probe the 4.5+
year 2.830/2.798 falling trendline at 2.352 and threaten the 2.405 2018 high (8 February) near 76.4% of 2.830/0.908 at 2.376
The weekly RSI has recovered into the mid-60’s after dipping into the low 40’s in early April while the weekly MACD looks poised
to cross above the signal line, suggesting further near-term gains are likely
That said, the daily RSI (not shown) is currently testing 70, yet only a close under 2.074 which is protected by the aforementioned
1.373/1.186 10+ month rising trendline (presently 2.162) would signal broad consolidation instead
Over 2.405 offers scope for the 2.572 range top followed by the key 2.798/2.830 peaks (2 January 2014/11 September 2013)
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